HEX-A-TRAL
Piyush Prajapati has after graduation in 2014 maintained a good reputation with some of the prestigious Architectural Competition and Community worldwide. He has an approach on how architecture in future could be answers to all the hitches we face today. He has gained wide creative approach while working in multi-disciplinary genres like Conservation, Interior Design, Building Architecture and Graphic design. His past works have been commended by President of India and has bagged best Architectural thesis for the year 2014. Currently working in Dubai, he aims to design and have ground breaking architectural theorems which could comfort Past – Present – Future.
L.E.T. Exploded view + Kiln Tiles with groove and dimension

Construction of L.E.T.

1. These tiles are cut with the grooves and spaces to fit for 3D-styled installation, leaving a little space for the rear panel to match the shade and texture of the living space.
2. The tiles will be installed completely in accordance with the pattern. Any other tiles are installed.
I would like to quote something from **PAST**, which I believe would fill in the gaps of **FUTURE**
LOGIC takes you from A to B, but IMAGINATION takes you everywhere.
On these lines, I would like to present a future concept of HEX-A-TRAL
HEX-A-TRAL = Hexagon + Fractal
With every activity of ours, the fossil reserve on Earth is being utilized which would lead to complete extinction in near future!

Are we in alarming situation to figure out alternative source of energy?

And if our answer is yes, imagining a city that is not addicted to fossil fuels. Interpreting the way we live, work, and move around the city, our main source of energy would come from humans.
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The easiest – simplest activity/process that humans do is to \textbf{MOVE}!
There is limitless amount of energy which is created during human movement and any of the activities stated above.

The idea is to extract the same energy and simulate this source of energy for future human needs.
Which can be achieved by a unit called **FRACTAL**
FRACTAL
But why FRACTAL in HEXAGONAL Shape?
APPLICATION
HEX-A-TRAL units
ENERGY SHARING and STORING by means of simple activity like walking
In the process of SPACE TRANSFORMATION, the surrounding spaces or the spaces nearby modify as well. This can be monitored by Hex-A-Tral and can reach to an equilibrium state as per human needs.